BodyBilt Z2509 Stretch Work Chair

The price is $916.04, which includes freight but not tax. There is an additional delivery fee of $55 (non-taxable). **Please call 877-722-9090 for chair fitting appointment.**

The Z2509 includes:

- A design for average build users 6’ and taller. 33” + inseam
- Rated to 325 lbs.
- Back size – 22” x 21.5”
- Seat pan height, depth and angle adjustability
- Height/depth/pivot/slide adjustable arms
- Air Lumbar –height / depth adjustability
- S’port foam (memory) in the seat

To Order through BearBuy:
- Go to [http://bearbuy.is.berkeley.edu/](http://bearbuy.is.berkeley.edu/)
- Click “Non-Catalog form” under frequently used forms
- Enter “Ergogenesis” in the Supplier field at the top
- Include :
  a. Item description- Ergonomic chair
  b. Catalog No.- Z2509
  c. Quantity- X
  d. Unit Price- $916.04
  e. Delivery charge on separate line- $55 (click “add to cart and return” for additional line)
  f. Manufacturer name- Ergogenesis
  g. Manufacturer model number- Z2509
- Add to cart

**In Stock Program** chair includes:
- Delivery in 5 business days from date of order entry
- **Only** available in Comfortek Carbon (Black)
- Casters will work on either hard surface or carpet

Please contact Pam Bilovesky at 925-600-8800 for chair and delivery related questions or Greg Ryan at 510-642-5549 for ordering questions